Movie: Ram Ram Pavhan
Year: 1950

Song: Maher Soduni Aale Sasari
Lyricist: Shanta Shelke

Maher Soduni Aale Sastari
Maher Soduni Aale Sastari
Rangvii Raya Maj Sastari
Maher Soduni Aale Sastari
Rangvii Raya Maj Sastari
Maher Soduni Aale Sastari

Devarth Rakesh Devunni
Saptapadi Me Aale Chaluuni

Aai Bap Tu mushasti Soduntale
Bhag Bhag Aai Minale
Aai Bap Tu mushasti Soduntale
Bhag Bhag Aai Minale
Sage Sontale Lantale Douri
Sage Sontale Lantale Douri
Maher Soduni Aale Sastari
Maher Soduni Aale Sastari

Devarth Rakesh Devunni
Saptapadi Me Aale Chaluuni
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